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Uber opens the door of opportunity to music fans by giving 
them safe and reliable transportation to their favorite shows 
and festivals.

Uber also opens the door of opportunity to professional 
musicians by enabling them to pursue their passion for music 
while earning a flexible income.

Positioning



Uber Radio Live is an interactive experience 
with a stage mimicking a giant car radio, 
giving fans the opportunity to control the 
playlist played by a live cover band. 

Fans will also hear original music performed 
by local Austin musicians who drive on the 
Uber platform.

Concept



Driver Artists

Hot Cotton
Singer / Songwriter
Solo performance

Wes Paul
Rock Band
4 piece band

Quentin & Shi
R&B
5 piece band

Tameloop
Electronic
DJ set



Total numbers representative 
across the following 
channels:

● Uber Owned
● Onsite / Experiential
● Paid Social
● Paid Partnerships
● Earned Media

20K
Total Campaign 
Impressions

Defined as consumers 
exposed to information 
about the activation.

Goal was ~1.6M

3.4M
Total Campaign 
Engagements

Defined as consumers 
who interacted with 
campaign content online 
or physically onsite.

Goal was 30K

Results



Email + blog 
integration

Blog link

We included content about Uber 
Radio Live in our direct email 
campaign and blog post. The email 
was sent to local active riders, and to 
tourists landing at the airport before 
Weekend 1. Our blog post was linked 
on all external channels, including 
official ACL Festival website. 

Email Cohort Openers Clickers

Tourists 70,397 4,284

Locals 3,045 262
23,503 sessions 3:39 avg. minutes 

https://www.uber.com/blog/austin/ride-guide-acl-music-festival-2018/#radio-live


Paid Facebook 
Tested 2 messages on social: “drivers 
take the stage” vs. “you control the 
playlist”. 

The driver-focused content 
performed better on social with more 
engagement and lower cost per 
interaction.

Total engagements: 990
Total comments: 41
Total clicks: 1,036
Total spend: $4K

Total reach: 152.9K



Paid 
Instagram 
Story

CTA Link to Blog

Spend Impressions CTR Starts Completions Link Clicks Watches >50% QA Ratio* Completion Rate**

ACL Fest $2,230.07 122,108 0.16% 8,390 3,236 196 6,458 54.5 39%

Benchmark - -  73,043,420 0.25% 5.42 M 1.6 M 180 K 3.2 M 47.6 30%

*Link clicks + 50% watches per 1,000 impressions 

Frame #1 Frame #2 Frame #3

https://www.uber.com/blog/austin/ride-guide-acl-music-festival-2018/#radio-live


Streamlined Marketing 
Legal relationship
We worked early and often with Marketing 
Legal as we finalized the concept and 
components for the activation. With a single 
point of contact on that team, we were able 
to move quickly on content approvals and get 
a quick POV on potential issues with the 
activation.  

Subregional team drives 
internal collaboration 
We established our budget, RACI model, and 
campaign goals at the outset of the project 
and shared these proactively with internal 
stakeholders. This approach helped us build 
relationships with HQ Marketing teams over 
the course of the project which we leveraged 
at many points during the process. 

Integrate with JUMP and 
Eats as one team 
We saw opportunities for JUMP and Eats to 
cross promote at our activation early on, and 
looped them in during the development 
phase. Ultimately only JUMP activated with 
us, but this outreach prevented duplicative 
campaigns.

Leverage Agency expertise 
for successful activation
We worked with Manifold as though they 
were an internal team, and we were able to 
move with flexibility and agility to keep the 
project timeline on track and meet our goals.

The onsite execution and production value of 
the event really showcased the strong 
expertise of this agency. 

Driver performances were 
most compelling element
Competition with other brands during 
festivals makes it difficult to cut through the 
clutter. Driver stories were the most important 
element in our media pitch, and content 
strategy for the activation. We also saw the 
most engagement onsite during driver 
performances. 

Align content vision with 
new brand
We prioritized a driver musician component 
for the activation, and focused our content 
capture approach with the new brand 
messaging “opening doors to opportunity” for 
Austin driver partners who are musicians. 
Content captured from the activation is 
relevant to larger audience outside Austin and 
for evergreen content. . 

Wins



Collaboration with Paid 
Social for IG Story
For the first time, the South Content Team 
partnered with Global Social to share a 
geo-targeted Paid Instagram Story to 
highlight Radio Live and a driver who played 
on the stage. Received high engagement 
metrics, with strong watch thru >50%

Robust social calendar
Our team leaned into Boosted Facebook 
posts to share our ACL messaging with the 
general public, outside of existing 
riders/drivers. We had a total of 7 Boosted 
Facebook posts to promote Uber at ACL

Top-performing blog post
Our consolidated Ride Guide for riders and 
drivers drove huge performance metrics. This 
page served as a one-stop-shop for riders 
and drivers for ACL. It also had information 
about Radio Live and utilized #anchor-links 
heavily to direct riders/drivers to appropriate 
part of blog post

Dispersion strategy 
As with many urban music festivals, it can be 
tough to establish and operationalize a 
dedicated pickup/dropoff area. Instead, our 
Operations/EOps team chose a dispersion 
strategy, telling riders that “the further you 
walk away from the festival, the easier to 
connect with your driver”. Supported through 
email, blog, social, in-app, PA, and video 
screens

Integration with JUMP as 
part of content strategy
Riding with JUMP to the festival is a great 
way to skip car traffic. ACL was not able to 
promote JUMP directly without an additional 
partnership, but we were to promote JUMP 
through Uber-owned channels.

Value props and messaging 
hierarchy
With many elements at ACL we aligned with 
Rider Strategy on content strategy for riders: 
#1 Operational ease: Uber makes it easy to 
pursue my passion for live music #2 Official 
Partner/co-branding: As the Official Ride of 
ACL #3 Rider Activation: "Visit us at Uber 
Radio Live"

Rider Content



Strong performance 
metrics 
Traveling airport rider email was directional 
positive, but not stat sig. Treatment 
completed 0.71% more trips. Treatment 
cancelation rate was 7.78% lower. 
Treatment completion rate was 1.16% higher. 
Treatment gave 0.45% more 5-star ratings. 
Treatment contacted their drivers 4.96% 
less

Consistent value props
Our messaging hierarchy shone through with 
the rider email. The value prop of operational 
ease was emphasized with ‘pickup points 
around Zilker Park’ alongside strong 
co-branding ‘as the Official Ride’. Supported 
with Radio Live and JUMP content

Rider Email

Local rider Traveling rider



This post was our only dedicated 
JUMP post on social. Notably, 
there was no reference directly to 
ACL - due to restrictions

Rider Social

This was our main rider-facing 
Ride Guide post, showing strong 
spend ($2.5K) and engagement

At the end of Day 1, we worked 
with the production company to 
highlight the end of the first day



Public announcements & 
Push notifications 
In addition, we worked with ACL to have 
audio announcements with PUDO information 
at the front and center. Through the ACL app, 
they sent push notifications at the end of 
each day, telling attendees to ride with Uber 
to get home, with a deeplink to open the Uber 
app

By the main stages & video 
towers at exit
We worked with ACL to have strong 
wayfinding in the festival and on screen by 
the main stages of the festival. At the exits 
were additional video towers with instructions 
as attendees left the festival

Inside the festival



Consolidated Rider & 
Driver guide, with strong 
performance
This one-stop-shop for riders and drivers was 
very robust, with JUMP and Uber Radio Live 
info. We used 5 anchor links to direct to 
appropriate part of page. Juicy stats:

Top performing US blog, week of Oct 1

● Most sessions ever for a South blog 
● Longest time on page ever for a 

South blog (our goal in H2 was 
1:30—which was the record as of 
H1 2018—we more than doubled 
that here at 3:55)

● More signups than all Marquee 
Moment blogs combined

● More signups than all Partnerships 
blogs (L12M) combined 

ACL Fest 
Ride Guide



Posts by ACL Fest 



Posts by ACL Fest 



Driver perks at the 
Greenlight Hub
We had extended support for drivers at the 
GLH, as well as, swag kits and breakfast 
tacos each day of the festival.

Reach out to drivers in 
neighboring cities 
Our team reached out to San Antonio and 
Killeen drivers to let them know about ACL. 
Through statewide regs, P2P drivers in these 
cities can drive throughout the state. These 
messages were through their PW’s, email, 
and Carbon in the weeks leading up to and 
week of the festival

Use Partner Weekly & 
Carbon Inbox
In the 3 weeks leading up to ACL, we 
messaged Austin partners through the 
Partner Weekly to get them thinking about 
ACL. With the launch of Carbon, our team 
used this as a chance to message drivers 
while in the app and driving. 

Lean into ‘Uber as your 
partner’
Rather than focusing driver content on “$$$ 
earnings!”, we focused on letting drivers feel 
supported by Uber. Supported through clear 
comms and help at the GLH

Co-branded souvenir shirts 
for drivers
We worked with ACL and Marketing Legal to 
create co-branded ‘Uber Partner | ACL Fest’ 
shirts to give to drivers who drive during ACL

Driver Content

Coordination with Driver 
CRM
To engage early onboarding and lifecycle 
drivers, we worked with CRM to have a 
banner on funnel comms beginning 1 month 
before the festival.



Driver appreciation: Thanks 
for driving
We invited all drivers who picked up or 
dropped off at ACL a chance to get a 
souvenir shirt.

Uber as your Partner 
through email content
Our messaging hierarchy was to let drivers 
know we have their back, supported with 
support at the GLH, and Driver Safety.

Driver Email



Driver In-app




